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ORDER OF SERVICE



OPENING MUSIC
Lime Tree Arbour

by Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds

INTRODUCTION

EULOGY



MUSIC FOR REFLECTION
Ain’t No Cure For Love

by Leonard Cohen

EULOGY CONTINUED

MUSIC FOR REFLECTION
Rough Around The Edges

by Courtney Marie Andrews



POEM
Farewell My Friends

It was beautiful as long as it lasted,
The journey of my life.

I have no regrets whatsoever, Save the pain I’ll leave behind.

Those dear hearts who love and care...
And the strings pulling at the heart and soul...

The strong arms that held me up
When my own strength let me down.

At every turning of my life
I came across good friends,
Friends who stood by me

Even when the time raced me by.

Farewell, farewell my friends,
I smile and bid you goodbye.

No, shed no tears for I need them not,
All I need is your smile.

If you feel sad do think of me
For that’s what I’ll like.

When you live in the hearts
Of those you love, Remember then you never die.

 Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941)



COMMITTAL 

POEM
A Universe from Nothing: Why There Is Something Rather Than Nothing

“The amazing thing is that every atom in your body came from a star
that exploded. And, the atoms in your left hand probably came from a

different star than your right hand. It really is the most poetic thing I know 
about physics: You are all stardust. You couldn’t be here if stars hadn’t
exploded, because the elements - the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, iron,

all the things that matter for evolution - weren’t created at the beginning
of time. They were created in the nuclear furnaces of stars, and the only
way they could get into your body is if those stars were kind enough to

explode, the stars died so that you could be here today.”
 Lawrence M. Krauss

CLOSING MUSIC
U Dont Dans 2 Tekno Anymore

by Alabama 3



The family would like to thank everyone
for their kind words and support at this sad time.

Donations in memory of Alison for the
MS Society

may be left in the box provided 
on leaving the chapel, sent care of 

A.W. Lymn
The Family Funeral Service

or left online with Gift Aid at
www.lymn.co.uk/obituaries

Manvers House
5 Sherwood Drive

Ollerton 
NG22 9PP
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